Consonant Digraphs
Identify and color words beginning and ending with the digraphs as specified.

Beginning with “ch”
- chair
- chip
- chart

Ending with “ch”
- lunch
- wash

Beginning with “sh”
- shout
- shop

Ending with “sh”
- fish
- shell

Beginning with “th”
- south
- thin

Ending with “ph”
- thorn
- both

Beginning with “ph”
- phonograph
- phase
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Consonant Digraphs

Identify and color words beginning and ending with the digraphs as specified.

Beginning with “ch”  Ending with “ch”  Beginning with “sh”  Ending with “sh”

PINK  VIOLET  ORANGE  GREEN

lunch  chair  chip  wash  shout  shop
chart  rich  shell  fish

Beginning with “th”  Ending with “ph”

GREEN  BLUE

sout  th  nymph  morph
thread  both
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